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HD 52452: NEW BVRI PHOTOMETRY

BARWAY, SUDHANSHU; PANDEY, S. K.Shool of Studies in Physis, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, Raipur - 492010, IndiaHD 52452 (V369 Gem, SAO 78998; V = 8.05, B � V = 0.67; G5 V) is one of theshortest period (0:d42304) non-elipsing hromospherially ative binary star disoveredso far. Its X-ray properties were disovered in the ROSAT all sky survey program and itis one among 383 relatively bright X-ray soures ataloged by Pounds et al. (1993). Thestar HD 52452 is an optial ounterpart of the EUV bright soure RE J70222+255054(Mason et al. 1995) and its photometri and spetrosopi observations aimed at thelassi�ation of EUV stellar soures deteted by EXOSAT and ROSAT were arried byCutispoto et al. (1999, 2000). Furthermore, HD 52452 is also listed in the 2RE soureatalogue published by Pye et al. (1995). Messina et al. (2001) reported that HD 52452is a triple system onsisting of a tidally oupled G4 V + late-G SB1 (responsible forthe most of the observed optial variability) and a G5 V ompanion. Their photometriobservations reveal that the observed photometri variability is due to the presene ofool spots on the photospheres of both omponent of the SB1 system. In this paper wereport the multi-band BVRI photometry of HD 52452.The BVRI photoeletri photometri observations of HD 52452 were arried out duringtwo observing runs - one during February 17 - Marh 23, 2000 for 8 nights and another oneduring February 20 - February 26, 2001 for 6 nights. For the �rst observing run we havea total of 158 data points and have 93 data points for the next one. The 40-m Shmidt-Cassegrain LX 200 Meade telesope equipped with SSP-3A photoeletri photometer andJohnson standard broad-band BVRI �lters were used for the observation. The telesopeis situated on the ampus of the Inter University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysis(IUCAA) in Pune, India. The detetor used in the SSP-3A photometer is a silion PN-photodiode whih is not ooled. The response funtion of the B, V, R and I �lters withthe detetor losely math those of the Johnson standard �lters. In order to obtainaurate di�erential photometry, we used two nearby stars HD 52071 (K2 III, V = 7:11,B � V = 1:27) as omparison star and HD 50692 (G0 V, V = 5:76, B � V = 0:56) ashek star. The mean of four to �ve independent di�erential magnitudes per observation ineah band were orreted for atmospheri extintion and transformed into BVRI standardsystem. No signi�ant light variation was deteted for the di�erential magnitudes of theomparison and hek star �V, whih is a good measure of the quality of our observation.The unertainties in �V , �(B � V ), �(V �R) and �(V � I) are 0.015, 0.02, 0.017 and0.02 magnitudes, respetively.The ombined data for both 2000 and 2001 were analyzed to obtain the photomet-ri period using a Sargle-Press period searh routine (Sargle 1982, Horne & Baliunas
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Table 1: Photometri periods for HD 52452Data set Period FAP (%)2000+Messina et al. (2001) 0.42402�0.00021 2.002001+Messina et al. (2001) 0.45163�0.00146 4.40Combined (2000+2001) 0.42261�0.00002 5.68

Table 2: Results form photometri analysis of HD 52452Epoh JD Minimum phase Maximuminterval I II amplitude2000.132 51592.144 - 51593.347 0.2 0.7 0.132000.193 51605.125 - 51608.304 0.2 0.7 0.242001.140 51961.140 - 51962.301 0.1 0.6 0.142001.147 51963.141 - 51964.211 0.1 0.6 0.16
1986), and a photometri period P = 0:d42261�0.00002, with a false- alarm-probabilityFAP = 5.68 % was found. Photometri periods with error and false-alarm- probability(FAP in %) are listed in Table 1. To ross hek our period searh routine we alsoderived photometri period from Messina et al. (2001) data and a photometri period0:d42309�0.00017 with FAP 8.61 % was found whih agrees well with the period (0:d42304)reported by Messina et al. (2001). The slightly larger period for the epoh 2001 withMessina et al. (2001) data as ompared to the other epoh may be due to the satter inthe data overing long period.Observed data points have been folded in to a phase using the photometri ephemerisHJD = 2449672:0 + 0:d42261 � E. We divided our photometri data points into foursubsets (two for eah epoh) and phase diagram for these subsets and assoiated olors(B�V ); (V �R) and (V �I) are shown in Figure 1 and 2 for the V band. The di�erentialmagnitudes of the hek star with respet to the omparison star V are shown in thesame diagrams. We have also shown the omplete light urve for epoh 2000 and 2001in the panel () of Figure 1 and 2 respetively. Table 2 gives the epoh, JD interval, theminimum phase and maximum amplitude for observed data points.A signi�ant variation in the light urve within the �rst year and between the twoseasons from the phase diagrams is seen (Fig. 1 & 2). Small variations are observed forthe epoh 2000.132 but the data points are very sattered. Visual inspetion of light urvefor the star HD 52452 reveals the existene of two minima separated from eah other byabout half period in phase. This behavior is possibly due to the existene of two spotson the stellar surfae. The amplitude of light variation is �0.24 magnitude in V band for2000.193, whih is large ompared to the �0.16 magnitude in V band reported by Messinaet al. (2001). He also observed peaked light urve separated by 0.4 in phase. For thenext observing epohs 2001.140 and 2001.147 the amplitude of light variation dereasesto �0.14 and �0.16 magnitude in V band respetively.The (V � I) olor urve for the epoh 2000.193 reveal the variation of �0.7 magnitudebut exept this, in general there are no signi�ant variation for the (B�V ); (V �R) and(V � I) olor indies. The observed variation in (V � I) olor index an be attributed tothe lower spot temperature relative to the photosphere than in other ases. The presentobservations learly suggests that the optial variability in the star HD 52452 is due to
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the presene of ool spots on the stellar surfae.The omparison of our data with previous observations reported by Messina et al.(2001) shows that there is a variation in amplitude, but the phases of the two minima,thus the positions of the spot, are quite stable during our observations. The very shortphotometri period makes this star very interesting for studying the evolution of spots onstellar surfae in terms of spot parameters over a longer time period.

Figure 1. V band light urves and (B � V ); (V �R) and (V � I) olors for HD 52452 for the observingrun during February - Marh 2000. V for the hek star observed on the same nights. Typial errorbars are shown in the upper left orner of eah light urve in panel (a). The open triangle denote theobservations from Messina et al. (2001).
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Figure 2. V band light urves and (B � V ); (V �R) and (V � I) olors for HD 52452 for the observingrun during February 2001. V for the hek star observed on the same nights. Typial error bars areshown in the upper left orner of eah light urve in panel (a). The open triangle denote theobservations from Messina et al. (2001).
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